ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE MEETING
SHIRLEY SARGENT FAMILY BOARDROOM, PSU
7:00 PM
NOVEMBER 17, 2021

I. CALL TO ORDER—7:00 P.M.

II. ROLL CALL
   a. 13 Senators were present.
   b. Also present: Craig Chatriand, Assistant Vice President and Dean of Students.

III. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM November 10, 2021
   a. Motion to approve: Schilz/Pandey
   b. Unanimous
   c. Motion: CARRIED

V. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
   a. Motion to approve agenda with the friendly amendment of removing Shane Hunt from announcements and correspondences: Schilz/Watts
   b. Unanimous
   c. Motion: CARRIED

VI. GALLERY QUESTION & ANSWER

VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND CORRESPONDENCE
   a. Jenn Forshee, Deputy Chief of Staff
      i. Currently, The Rendezvous Center is being proposed to be renamed The Richard L & Connie Bowen Rendezvous Center.
      ii. This plan will be presented in the next coming weeks.
      iii. There will be an unveiling in the spring.

VIII. PRESIDENT’S REPORT
   a. President Webb reported that Leadership Council has started on phase two of the monument.
   b. The tailgate has more sign ups for spots than the last time.
   c. President Webb has been meeting biweekly with ISA to update their bylaws.

IX. CHAIR/COMMITTEE REPORTS
   a. Senate Pro Tempore’s Chair Committee, Senator Napoles
      i. Nothing to report.
   b. Finance Committee, Senator Diviney
      i. Senator Diviney has received additional documents to help better understand the ASISU finances.
   c. Senate Rules and Appointments Committee, Senator Watts
      i. Nothing to report
   d. Outreach and Diversity Committee, Senator Schilz
      i. Outreach and Diversity committee is working on an itinerary for the retreat.

X. OLD BUSINESS
   a. Bill 591
i. Motion to move to committee for 15 minutes: Watts/Jenkins

ii. Unanimous

iii. Motion: CARRIED

iv. Motion to extend for 15 minutes: Diviney/Schilz

v. Unanimous

vi. Motion: CARRIED

vii. Motion to extend for 10 minutes: Jenkins/Pandey

viii. Unanimous

ix. Motion: CARRIED

x. Motion to move out of committee: Watts/Pandey

xi. Unanimous

xii. Motion: CARRIED

xiii. Motion to table Bill 591 until next meeting: Pandey/Jenkins

xiv. Unanimous

xv. Roll Call

   ZACHARY CLARE—YES
   ALEX DIVINEY—YES
   JOSIE ELAM—YES
   ELIZABETH GIVENS — YES
   XAIVER JENKINS—YES
   MIKAYLA MACALUSO—ABSTAIN
   CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
   KIRAN PANDEY—YES
   ROCIO ROJAS—YES
   JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
   EMMA WATTS— YES
   MALLORY WEBB—YES

xvi. Motion: CARRIED

b. Bill 592

   i. Motion to send to Rules and Appointments: Pandey/Schilz

   ii. Unanimous

   iii. Roll call

      ZACHARY CLARE—YES
      ALEX DIVINEY—YES
      JOSIE ELAM—YES
      ELIZABETH GIVENS — YES
      XAIVER JENKINS—YES
      MIKAYLA MACALUSO—ABSTAIN
      CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
      KIRAN PANDEY—YES
      ROCIO ROJAS—YES
      JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
      EMMA WATTS— YES
      MALLORY WEBB—YES

   iv. Motion: CARRIED

XI. NEW BUSINESS

   a. Graduate Studies Travel Fund Requests

      i. Alyssa Freeman- 400 dollars

         1. Motion to approve: Elam/Jenkins

         2. Unanimous

         3. Roll call

            ZACHARY CLARE—YES
ALEX DIVINEY—YES
JOSIE ELAM—YES
ELIZABETH GIVENS—YES
XAIVER JENKINS—YES
MIKAYLA MACALUSO—YES
CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
KIRAN PANDEY—YES
ROCIO ROJAS—YES
JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
EMMA WATTS—YES
MALLORY WEBB—YES

4. Motion: **CARRIED**

ii. Aimee Bozeman- 200 dollars
   1. Motion to approve: Elam/Jenkins
   2. Unanimous
   3. Roll call
      ZACHARY CLARE—YES
      ALEX DIVINEY—YES
      JOSIE ELAM—YES
      ELIZABETH GIVENS—YES
      XAIVER JENKINS—YES
      MIKAYLA MACALUSO—YES
      CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
      KIRAN PANDEY—YES
      ROCIO ROJAS—YES
      JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
      EMMA WATTS—YES
      MALLORY WEBB—YES

   4. Motion: **CARRIED**

XII. GALLERY QUESTION AND ANSWER

XIII. OTHER
   a. Swearing in appointed officer
      i. Isabella Ispen—Elections Publicity Coordinator
         1. Motion to approve: Elam/Pandey
         2. Unanimous
         3. Roll call
            ZACHARY CLARE—YES
            ALEX DIVINEY—YES
            JOSIE ELAM—YES
            ELIZABETH GIVENS—YES
            XAIVER JENKINS—YES
            MIKAYLA MACALUSO—YES
            CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
            KIRAN PANDEY—YES
            ROCIO ROJAS—YES
            JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
            EMMA WATTS—YES
            MALLORY WEBB—YES

      4. Motion: **CARRIED**
   b. Approval of ASISU Scholarship
      i. Motion to approve: Pandey/Clare
ii. Unanimous

iii. Roll call

ZACHARY CLARE—YES
ALEX DIVINEY—YES
JOSIE ELAM—YES
ELIZABETH GIVENS—YES
XAIVER JENKINS—YES
MIKAYLA MACALUSO—YES
CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
KIRAN PANDEY—YES
ROCIO ROJAS—YES
JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
EMMA WATTS—YES
MALLORY WEBB—YES

iv. Motion: CARRIED

XIV. Approval of funds for SAB Event

a. No motion made

XV. Approval of funds for Bengal Gear

a. President Webb presented his presentation on gear.
b. Motion to approve 1,500 dollars to gear: Diviney
c. Objection
d. Motion to move committee for 10 minutes: Watts/Clare
e. Unanimous
f. Motion: CARRIED
g. Motion to extend committee for 5 minutes: Schilz/Jenkins
h. Unanimous
i. Motion: CARRIED
j. Motion to move out of committee: Watts/Pandey
k. Unanimous
l. Motion: CARRIED
m. Motion to approve fund for 100 pieces of gear: Elam/Jenkins
n. Unanimous
o. Roll call

ZACHARY CLARE—YES
ALEX DIVINEY—YES
JOSIE ELAM—YES
ELIZABETH GIVENS—YES
XAIVER JENKINS—YES
MIKAYLA MACALUSO—YES
CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
KIRAN PANDEY—YES
ROCIO ROJAS—YES
JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
EMMA WATTS—YES
MALLORY WEBB—YES

p. Motion: CARRIED

XVI. ISU FIGHT SONG

XVII. ADJOURNMENT

a. Motion to adjourn: Elam/Pandey
b. Unanimous
c. Motion: CARRIED
XVIII. ROLL CALL
a. 13 Senators were present.
b. Also present: Craig Chatriand, Assistant Vice President and Dean of Students
c. Meeting adjourned at 8:42 P.M.

______________________  ________________________
ASISU VICE PRESIDENT    ASISU SECRETARY
AILIE MACLEAN              CALI DOWDLE